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(54) METHOD FOR PROCESSING FUSION DATA AND INFORMATION RECOMMENDATION 
SYSTEM

(57) A method for processing fusion data and an in-
formation recommendation system are provided. The
method includes the follows. The information recommen-
dation system obtains a plurality of heterogeneous data
sources. The information recommendation system ob-
tains a unified evaluation index of each heterogeneous
data source, by processing the plurality of heterogeneous
data sources through the value-model set. The informa-
tion recommendation system obtains a loss quantitative

evaluation index of the fusion-strategy model. The infor-
mation recommendation system obtains a fusion sorting
recommendation result of the plurality of heterogeneous
data sources, by inputting the unified evaluation index of
each heterogeneous data source and the loss quantita-
tive evaluation index to the fusion-strategy model. Em-
bodiments of the present disclosure effectively solve the
global optimal fusion sorting problem of a plurality of het-
erogeneous data under constraints.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This disclosure relates to the technical field of
machine learning, and particularly to a method for
processing fusion data and an information recommen-
dation system.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Shuffling of heterogeneous data sources refers
to mixing multiple data sources in a list to achieve differ-
ent product goals or user experience in displaying and
sorting of lists, such as search lists, recommendation
lists, and the like. For example, natural results and ad-
vertisements are mixed in a search list to meet user ex-
perience. As for a product with a list displayed, display
positions are limited, and it is a problem how to properly
integrate multiple heterogeneous data sources to make
global optimization.

SUMMARY

[0003] Embodiments of the disclosure provide a meth-
od for processing fusion data and an information recom-
mendation system, where a plurality of data sources can
be aligned via a value model and a fusion sorting can be
conducted with a fusion-strategy model combined, which
can effectively solve the global optimal fusion sorting
problem of a plurality of heterogeneous data under con-
straints.
[0004] According to a first aspect of the embodiments
of the disclosure, a method for processing fusion data is
provided. The method for processing fusion data is ap-
plicable to an information recommendation system in-
cluding a value-model set and a fusion-strategy model.
The method includes the follows.
[0005] Multiple heterogeneous data sources are ob-
tained. A unified evaluation index of each heterogeneous
data source of the multiple heterogeneous data sources
is obtained by processing the multiple heterogeneous
data sources through the value-model set. A loss quan-
titative evaluation index of the fusion-strategy model is
obtained. A fusion sorting recommendation result of the
multiple heterogeneous data sources is obtained by in-
putting the unified evaluation index of the each hetero-
geneous data source and the loss quantitative evaluation
index to the fusion-strategy model.
[0006] According to a second aspect of the embodi-
ments of the disclosure, an information recommendation
system is provided. The information recommendation
system includes a processor and a memory configured
to store executable program codes, which, when execut-
ed, cause the processor to: obtain multiple heterogene-
ous data sources, obtain a unified evaluation index of
each heterogeneous data source, by processing the mul-
tiple heterogeneous data sources through the value-

model set, obtain a loss quantitative evaluation index of
the fusion-strategy model, and obtain a fusion sorting
recommendation result of the multiple heterogeneous
data sources, by inputting the unified evaluation index of
each heterogeneous data source and the loss quantita-
tive evaluation index to the fusion-strategy model.
[0007] According to a third aspect of the embodiments
of the disclosure, a non-transitory computer-readable
storage medium is provided. The non-transitory compu-
ter-readable storage medium stores a computer program
which, when executed by a processor, causes the proc-
essor to carry out actions: obtaining a plurality of heter-
ogeneous data sources; obtaining a unified evaluation
index of each heterogeneous data source of the plurality
of heterogeneous data sources by processing the plural-
ity of heterogeneous data sources through the value-
model set; obtaining a loss quantitative evaluation index
of the fusion-strategy model; obtaining a fusion sorting
recommendation result of the plurality of heterogeneous
data sources by inputting the unified evaluation index of
the each heterogeneous data source and the loss quan-
titative evaluation index to the fusion-strategy model.
[0008] As can be seen, multiple heterogeneous data
sources are obtained, and a unified evaluation index of
each heterogeneous data source of the multiple hetero-
geneous data sources is obtained by processing the mul-
tiple heterogeneous data sources through the value-
model set. A loss quantitative evaluation index of the fu-
sion-strategy model is obtained. A fusion sorting recom-
mendation result of the multiple heterogeneous data
sources is obtained by inputting the unified evaluation
index of the each heterogeneous data source and the
loss quantitative evaluation index to the fusion-strategy
model. In this way, multiple data sources can be aligned
via a value model and a fusion sorting is conducted with
aid of the fusion-strategy model, which can effectively
achieve the global optimal fusion sorting of the multiple
heterogeneous data under constraints.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009] The following briefly introduces the accompa-
nying drawings required for describing the embodiments.

FIG. 1-1 is a schematic flow chart illustrating a meth-
od for processing fusion data according to an em-
bodiment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 1-2 is a system architecture of an information
recommendation system according to an embodi-
ment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 2 is a schematic flow chart illustrating a method
for processing fusion data according to an embodi-
ment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 3 is a schematic flow chart illustrating a method
for processing fusion data according to an embodi-
ment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 4 is a schematic flow chart illustrating a method
for processing fusion data according to an embodi-
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ment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 5 is a schematic structural diagram illustrating
an information recommendation system according
to an embodiment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating functional units
of a device for processing fusion data according to
an embodiment of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0010] In order to enable those skilled in the art to better
understand solutions of the present disclosure, technical
solutions in embodiments of the present disclosure will
be described clearly and completely hereinafter with ref-
erence to the accompanying drawings in the embodi-
ments of the present disclosure. Apparently, the de-
scribed embodiments are merely some rather than all
embodiments of the present disclosure. All other embod-
iments obtained by those of ordinary skill in the art based
on the embodiments of the present disclosure without
creative efforts shall fall within the protection scope of
the present disclosure.
[0011] The terms "first", "second", and the like used in
the specification, the claims, and the accompany draw-
ings of the present disclosure are used to distinguish dif-
ferent objects rather than describe a particular order. The
terms "include", "comprise", and "have" as well as vari-
ations thereof are intended to cover non-exclusive inclu-
sion. For example, a process, method, system, product,
or apparatus including a series of steps or units is not
limited to the listed steps or units, on the contrary, it can
optionally include other steps or units that are not listed;
alternatively, other steps or units inherent to the process,
method, product, or device can be included either.
[0012] The term "embodiment" or "implementation" re-
ferred to herein means that a particular feature, structure,
or feature described in conjunction with the embodiment
may be contained in at least one embodiment of the
present disclosure. The phrase appearing in various
places in the specification does not necessarily refer to
the same embodiment, nor does it refer to an independ-
ent or alternative embodiment that is mutually exclusive
with other embodiments. It is expressly and implicitly un-
derstood by those skilled in the art that an embodiment
described herein may be combined with other embodi-
ments.
[0013] FIG. 1-1 is a schematic flow chart illustrating a
method for processing fusion data according to an em-
bodiment of the present disclosure. The method is appli-
cable to an information recommendation system. The in-
formation recommendation system includes a value-
model set and a fusion-strategy model. As illustrated in
FIG. 1-1, the method begins with operations at block 101.
[0014] At block 101, multiple heterogeneous data
sources are obtained.
[0015] At block 102, a unified evaluation index of each
heterogeneous data source of the multiple heterogene-
ous data sources is obtained by processing the multiple

heterogeneous data sources through the value-model
set.
[0016] At block 103, a loss quantitative evaluation in-
dex of the fusion-strategy model is obtained.
[0017] At block 104, a fusion sorting recommendation
result of the multiple heterogeneous data sources is ob-
tained by inputting the unified evaluation index of the
each heterogeneous data source and the loss quantita-
tive evaluation index to the fusion-strategy model.
[0018] As can be seen, multiple heterogeneous data
sources are obtained, a unified evaluation index of each
heterogeneous data source of the multiple heterogene-
ous data sources is obtained by processing the multiple
heterogeneous data sources through the value-model
set. A loss quantitative evaluation index of the fusion-
strategy model is obtained. A fusion sorting recommen-
dation result of the multiple heterogeneous data sources
is obtained by inputting the unified evaluation index of
the each heterogeneous data source and the loss quan-
titative evaluation index to the fusion-strategy model. In
this way, multiple data sources can be aligned via a value
model and a fusion sorting is conducted with aid of the
fusion-strategy model, which can effectively achieve the
global optimal fusion sorting of the multiple heterogene-
ous data under constraints.
[0019] In an implementation, the unified evaluation in-
dex of each heterogeneous data source of the multiple
heterogeneous data sources can be obtained by
processing the multiple heterogeneous data sources
through the value-model set as follows.
[0020] A value model corresponding to the each het-
erogeneous data source is obtained by inquiring the val-
ue-model set. The value-model set includes a corre-
spondence between data types of heterogeneous data
sources and value models. Feature parameters required
by the value model corresponding to the each heteroge-
neous data source are obtained. A dedicated predictor
associated with the value model corresponding to the
each heterogeneous data source is determined. The uni-
fied evaluation index of the each heterogeneous data
source is obtained by inputting the feature parameters
and the value model of the each heterogeneous data
source into the dedicated predictor.
[0021] In an implementation, the loss quantitative eval-
uation index of the fusion-strategy model is obtained as
follows.
[0022] An estimated prior result of processing a preset
recommendation task through the fusion-strategy model
is obtained. An actual posterior result of processing the
preset recommendation task by the fusion-strategy mod-
el is obtained. The loss quantitative evaluation index of
the fusion-strategy model is determined according to the
estimated prior result and the actual posterior result.
[0023] It is to be understood that, "estimated prior re-
sult" refers to a description of what is likely to happen in
the future based on the information that you have now
and the goal thereof is often most usef ul to generate a
range of possible results that is precise enough to be
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useful even if input data may be in complete, uncertain,
or unstable. In one implementation, the estimated prior
result can be a result produ ced depending on the pre-
dictor, the feature parameters, and the target model.
[0024] It is to be understood that, "actual posterior re-
sult" refers to a piece of information that is kn own to be
true after taking into account the relevant evidence relat-
ed to the particular case being exami ned. In one imple-
mentation, the actual posterior result can be a ratio of
the number of users feeding bac k interaction to the
number of user actually recommended.
[0025] In an implementation, the estimated prior result
of processing the preset recommendation task through
the fusion-strategy model is obtained as follows.
[0026] Feature parameters required by the fusion-
strategy model to process the preset recommendation
task are obtained. The estimated prior result of process-
ing the preset recommendation task through the fusion-
strategy model is obtained, by inputting the feature pa-
rameters and the fusion-strategy model into a preset pre-
dictor.
[0027] In an implementation, the fusion sorting recom-
mendation result of the multiple heterogeneous data
sources is obtained by inputting the unified evaluation
index of the each heterogeneous data source and the
loss quantitative evaluation index to the fusion-strategy
model as follows.
[0028] A sorting set is generated according to the uni-
fied evaluation index of the each heterogeneous data
source. The sorting set includes multiple data resource
sequences, each data resource sequence includes the
multiple heterogeneous data sources, and heterogene-
ous data sources in one data resource sequence have
an order different from that of heterogeneous data sourc-
es in another data resource sequence.
[0029] An optimum sorting is selected from the sorting
set as the fusion sorting recommendation result of the
multiple heterogeneous data sources under a constraint
of the fusion-strategy model.
[0030] In an implementation, the constraint includes at
least one of the following: there is at least one natural
result in recommendation results, the number of adver-
tisements cannot be less than a preset number, recom-
mendation information cannot be all unpopular informa-
tion or cannot be all popular information, and a ratio of
displayed natural results to all data sources in a time
period is greater than a preset ratio.
[0031] In an implementation, the information recom-
mendation system further includes a training database
and multiple value modules. The information recommen-
dation system is configured to train each value model via
training data in the training database to obtain trained
value models. The method further includes the follows.
[0032] The trained value models and data types cor-
responding to the trained value models are obtained.
[0033] The value-model set is generated according to
the trained value models obtained and the corresponding
data types.

[0034] It should be noted that, the method for process-
ing fusion data illustrated in FIG. 1-1 is applicable to an
information recommendation system.
[0035] As an implementation, the information recom-
mendation system includes a first system and a second
system, where the first system can be cloud computing
resources or a server cluster and the second system can
be a server cluster. Operations of the method for training
a model illustrated in FIG. 1-1 can be conducted by at
least one of: the first system, the second system, and the
system and the second system, which is not limited here-
in.
[0036] FIG. 1-2 is a system architecture of an informa-
tion recommendation system 100 according to an em-
bodiment of the present disclosure. The information rec-
ommendation system 100 may take the physical form of
a server cluster and/or cloud computing resources, which
is not limited herein. The information recommendation
system 100 includes a first system 10. The first system
10 can be cloud computing resources or a server cluster.
The first system 10 includes a value-model set 11, a fu-
sion-strategy model 12 and a predictor 13. The value-
model set 11 and the fusion-strategy model 12 are con-
figured to process a real-time online recommendation
task. The predictor 13 is configured to generate an esti-
mated prior result in conjunction with the fusion-strategy
model 12 and feature parameters associated with the
recommendation task.
[0037] In an implementation, the information recom-
mendation system 100 can further include a second sys-
tem 20. The second system 20 can be a server cluster.
The first system 10 can be cloud computing resources
or a server cluster. The second system 20 includes a
training database 21 and multiple value modules 22. The
second system 20 is configured to periodically train the
multiple value modules 22 by using training data in the
training database 21 to obtain the trained target value
modules 11, and to push the trained value modules 11
to the first system 10 for use.
[0038] As an implementation, the first system 10 can
refer to an online system, and the second system 10 can
refer to an offline system.
[0039] In general design, there are mainly two kinds of
fusion sorting.

1. Fixed-location sorting. For example, in a search
results page, there are two kinds of data sources,
that is, advertisements and natural results. The first
few data sources are fixed advertisement and the
other data source locations are natural results. The
fixed-location sorting cannot achieve individuation
and global optimization.
2. Manual-rule location allocation. Allocate different
data source locations dynamically through manual
intervention. For example, if some users are disgust-
ed with advertisements, then reduce the advertise-
ment presented to the user in the search results
page; otherwise, increase the advertisements pre-
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sented. Compared with the fixed-location sorting,
manual-rule dynamic location allocation has some
advantages, however, it relies on personal experi-
ence and can only involve a few dimensions and
therefore, it is hard to achieve fine-control and global
optimization.

[0040] In view of the above, a method for processing
fusion data is provided in embodiments of the disclosure.
In this method, the first system first obtains multiple het-
erogeneous data sources, and then the first system ob-
tains a unified evaluation index of each heterogeneous
data source by processing the multiple heterogeneous
data sources through the value-model set. Thereafter,
the first system obtains a loss quantitative evaluation in-
dex of the fusion-strategy model. At last, the first system
obtains a fusion sorting recommendation result of the
multiple heterogeneous data sources by inputting the uni-
fied evaluation index of each heterogeneous data source
and the loss quantitative evaluation index to the fusion-
strategy model. The first system can align multiple data
sources via a value model and conduct a fusion sorting
with aid of the fusion-strategy model, which can effec-
tively achieve the global optimal fusion sorting of the mul-
tiple heterogeneous data under constraints.
[0041] The following describes the embodiments of the
disclosure in conjunction with the accompanying draw-
ings.
[0042] FIG. 2 is a schematic flow chart illustrating a
method for processing fusion data according to an em-
bodiment of the present disclosure. The method is appli-
cable to an information recommendation system. The in-
formation recommendation system includes a first sys-
tem. The first system includes a value-model set and a
fusion-strategy model. As illustrated in FIG. 2, the method
begins with operations at block 201.
[0043] At block 201, the first system obtains multiple
heterogeneous data sources.
[0044] The heterogeneous data sources (that is, dis-
parate data sources) include images, webpage icons,
webpage frames, and the like.
[0045] Broadly defined, the heterogeneous data sourc-
es refer to multiple data sources with at least one of:
different data structures, access methods, or forms.
[0046] At block 202, the first system obtains a unified
evaluation index of each heterogeneous data source of
the multiple heterogeneous data sources, by processing
the multiple heterogeneous data sources through the val-
ue-model set.
[0047] The value-model set includes multiple value
models. The multiple value models can be trained by the
second system according to sample data.
[0048] At block 203, the first system obtains a loss
quantitative evaluation index of the fusion-strategy mod-
el.
[0049] The loss quantitative evaluation index is config-
ured to evaluate predictive quality of the fusion-strategy
model.

[0050] At block 204, the first system obtains a fusion
sorting recommendation result of the multiple heteroge-
neous data sources, by inputting the unified evaluation
index of each heterogeneous data source and the loss
quantitative evaluation index to the fusion-strategy mod-
el.
[0051] As can be seen, according to the embodiments
of the disclosure, the first system first obtains the multiple
heterogeneous data sources, and then the first system
obtains the unified evaluation index of each heterogene-
ous data source by processing the multiple heterogene-
ous data sources through the value-model set. Thereaf-
ter, the first system obtains the loss quantitative evalua-
tion index of the fusion-strategy model. At last, the first
system obtains the fusion sorting recommendation result
of the multiple heterogeneous data sources by inputting
the unified evaluation index of each heterogeneous data
source and the loss quantitative evaluation index to the
fusion-strategy model. The first system can align multiple
data sources via a value model and conduct a fusion
sorting with aid of the fusion-strategy model, which can
effectively achieve the global optimal fusion sorting of
the multiple heterogeneous data under constraints.
[0052] In one implementation, the first system obtains
the unified evaluation index of each heterogeneous data
source by processing the multiple heterogeneous data
sources through the value-model set as follows.
[0053] The first system obtains a value model corre-
sponding to each heterogeneous data source by inquir-
ing the value-model set, where the value-model set in-
cludes a correspondence between data types of hetero-
geneous data sources and value models. The first sys-
tem obtains feature parameters required by the value
model corresponding to each heterogeneous data
source. The first system determines a dedicated predic-
tor associated with the value model corresponding to
each heterogeneous data source. The first system ob-
tains the unified evaluation index of each heterogeneous
data source, by inputting the feature parameters and the
value model of each heterogeneous data source into the
dedicated predictor.
[0054] The dedicated predictor can be associated with
specific user level or further associated with specific user-
scenario level to achieve dedicated estimation, thus has
a high accuracy.
[0055] As can be seen, in this implementation, for each
heterogeneous data source, the first system can find a
corresponding dedicated predictor and determine the
unified evaluation index of each heterogeneous data
source by using the dedicated predictor. As the dedicated
predictor is a preset tool with a high accuracy and stable
calculation, accuracy and stability of the unified evalua-
tion index determined can be improved.
[0056] In one implementation, the information recom-
mendation system further includes the second system.
The first system obtains the loss quantitative evaluation
index of the fusion-strategy model as follows.
[0057] The first system obtains an estimated prior re-
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sult of processing a preset recommendation task by the
fusion-strategy model. The first system receives from the
second system an actual posterior result of processing
the preset recommendation task through the fusion-strat-
egy model. The first system determines the loss quanti-
tative evaluation index of the fusion-strategy model ac-
cording to the estimated prior result and the actual pos-
terior result.
[0058] The preset recommendation task is a recom-
mendation task for target items to be recommended. For
example, in a browser application scenario, if an adver-
tisement needs to be pushed when the first system push-
es news, a recommendation task for the advertisement
will be generated.
[0059] As can be seen, in this implementation, the loss
quantitative evaluation index of the fusion-strategy model
is determined based on the estimated prior result and
the actual posterior result, thus consistent with usage
habits of actual user groups and has high accuracy.
[0060] In one implementation, the first system obtains
the estimated prior result of processing the preset rec-
ommendation task by the fusion-strategy model as fol-
lows.
[0061] The first system obtains feature parameters re-
quired by the fusion-strategy model to process the preset
recommendation task. The first system obtains the esti-
mated prior result of processing the preset recommen-
dation task by the fusion-strategy model, by inputting the
feature parameters and the fusion-strategy model into a
preset predictor.
[0062] The feature parameters include user portrait in-
formation (such as preferences, interests, geographic lo-
cations, etc.), information of items to be recommended
(such as keywords, categories, etc.), and scenario infor-
mation (such as holidays, travel, etc.). The actual poste-
rior result may be a ratio of the number of users conduct-
ing interactive feedback to a total number of users rec-
ommended.
[0063] For example, if the item to be recommended of
the target recommendation task is recommended to one
hundred users, ten of whom click "yes", then the actual
posterior result of the target recommendation task is
10/100, that is 0.1.
[0064] In this implementation, the estimated prior re-
sult can be obtained by the predictor of the first system
and there is no need to build a calculation model in real
time for estimation. As a result, high calculation efficiency
and accuracy can be obtained.
[0065] In one implementation, the first system obtains
the fusion sorting recommendation result of the multiple
heterogeneous data sources by inputting the unified eval-
uation index of each heterogeneous data source and the
loss quantitative evaluation index to the fusion-strategy
model as follows.
[0066] The first system generates a sorting set accord-
ing to the unified evaluation index of each heterogeneous
data source. The sorting set includes multiple data re-
source sequences and each data resource sequence in-

cludes the multiple heterogeneous data sources. Heter-
ogeneous data sources in one data resource sequence
have an order different from that of heterogeneous data
sources in another data resource sequence. The first sys-
tem selects an optimum sorting from the sorting set as
the fusion sorting recommendation result of the multiple
heterogeneous data sources under a constraint of the
fusion-strategy model.
[0067] The fusion-strategy model includes a con-
straint(s) and a location-competition control strategy. The
constraint can be, for example, any one of the following:
there is at least one natural result in recommendation
results, the number of advertisements cannot be less
than a preset number, recommendation information can-
not be all unpopular information or cannot be all popular
information, a ratio of displayed natural results to all data
sources in a time period is greater than a preset ratio,
and the like.
[0068] The optimum sorting selected from the sorting
set can refer to a sorting(s) that meets the constraint of
the fusion-strategy model.
[0069] As can be seen, in this implementation, the first
system uses the fusion-strategy model to select an opti-
mum data resource sequence from multiple alternative
data resource sequences under a preset constraint,
which can improve selection accuracy.
[0070] In one implementation, the information recom-
mendation system further includes a second system in-
cluding a training database and multiple value modules.
The second system is configured to train each value mod-
el via training data in the training database to obtain
trained value models. The method further includes the
follows.
[0071] The first system receives the trained value mod-
els and data types corresponding to the trained value
models from the second system. The first system gen-
erates the value-model set according to the trained value
models received and the corresponding data types.
[0072] As can be seen, in this implementation, the sec-
ond system can update the value models and push the
updated value models to the first system for use, which
can improve stability of the information recommendation
system.
[0073] Consistent with the embodiments illustrated in
FIG. 2, FIG. 3 is a schematic flow chart illustrating a meth-
od for processing fusion data according to an embodi-
ment of the present disclosure. The method is applicable
to an information recommendation system. The informa-
tion recommendation system includes a first system. The
first system includes a value-model set and a fusion-strat-
egy model. As illustrated in FIG. 3, the method begins
with operations at block 301.
[0074] At block 301, the first system obtains multiple
heterogeneous data sources.
[0075] At block 302, the first system obtains a value
model corresponding to each heterogeneous data
source by inquiring the value-model set, where the value-
model set includes a correspondence between data
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types of heterogeneous data sources and value models.
[0076] At block 303, the first system obtains feature
parameters required by the value model corresponding
to each heterogeneous data source.
[0077] At block 304, the first system determines a ded-
icated predictor associated with the value model corre-
sponding to each heterogeneous data source.
[0078] At block 305, the first system obtains the unified
evaluation index of each heterogeneous data source, by
inputting the feature parameters and the value model of
each heterogeneous data source into the dedicated pre-
dictor.
[0079] At block 306, the first system obtains a loss
quantitative evaluation index of the fusion-strategy mod-
el.
[0080] At block 307, the first system obtains a fusion
sorting recommendation result of the multiple heteroge-
neous data sources, by inputting the unified evaluation
index of each heterogeneous data source and the loss
quantitative evaluation index to the fusion-strategy mod-
el.
[0081] As can be seen, according to the embodiments
of the disclosure, the first system first obtains the multiple
heterogeneous data sources, and then the first system
obtains the unified evaluation index of each heterogene-
ous data source by processing the multiple heterogene-
ous data sources through the value-model set. Thereaf-
ter, the first system obtains the loss quantitative evalua-
tion index of the fusion-strategy model. At last, the first
system obtains the fusion sorting recommendation result
of the multiple heterogeneous data sources by inputting
the unified evaluation index of each heterogeneous data
source and the loss quantitative evaluation index to the
fusion-strategy model. The first system can align multiple
data sources via a value model and conduct a fusion
sorting with aid of the fusion-strategy model, which can
effectively achieve the global optimal fusion sorting of
the multiple heterogeneous data under constraints.
[0082] In addition, for each heterogeneous data
source, the first system can find a corresponding dedi-
cated predictor, and determine the unified evaluation in-
dex of each heterogeneous data source by using the ded-
icated predictor. As the dedicated predictor is a preset
tool with a high accuracy and stable calculation, accuracy
and stability of the unified evaluation index determined
can be improved.
[0083] Consistent with the embodiments illustrated in
FIG. 2, FIG. 4 is a schematic flow chart illustrating a meth-
od for processing fusion data according to an embodi-
ment of the present disclosure. The method is applicable
to an information recommendation system. The informa-
tion recommendation system includes a first system. The
first system includes a value-model set and a fusion-strat-
egy model. As illustrated in FIG. 4, the method begins
with operations at block 401.
[0084] At block 401, the first system obtains multiple
heterogeneous data sources.
[0085] At block 402, the first system obtains a value

model corresponding to each heterogeneous data
source by inquiring the value-model set, where the value-
model set includes a correspondence between data
types of heterogeneous data sources and value models.
[0086] At block 403, the first system obtains feature
parameters required by the value model corresponding
to each heterogeneous data source.
[0087] At block 404, the first system determines a ded-
icated predictor associated with the value model corre-
sponding to each heterogeneous data source.
[0088] At block 405, the first system obtains the unified
evaluation index of each heterogeneous data source, by
inputting the feature parameters and the value model of
each heterogeneous data source into the dedicated pre-
dictor.
[0089] At block 406, the first system obtains an esti-
mated prior result of processing a preset recommenda-
tion task by the fusion-strategy model.
[0090] At block 407, the first system receives an actual
posterior result of processing the preset recommenda-
tion task by the fusion-strategy model from the second
system.
[0091] At block 408, the first system determines the
loss quantitative evaluation index of the fusion-strategy
model according to the estimated prior result and the
actual posterior result.
[0092] At block 409, the first system obtains a fusion
sorting recommendation result of the multiple heteroge-
neous data sources, by inputting the unified evaluation
index of each heterogeneous data source and the loss
quantitative evaluation index to the fusion-strategy mod-
el.
[0093] As can be seen, according to the embodiments
of the disclosure, the first system first obtains the multiple
heterogeneous data sources, and then the first system
obtains the unified evaluation index of each heterogene-
ous data source by processing the multiple heterogene-
ous data sources through the value-model set. Thereaf-
ter, the first system obtains the loss quantitative evalua-
tion index of the fusion-strategy model. At last, the first
system obtains a fusion sorting recommendation result
of the multiple heterogeneous data sources by inputting
the unified evaluation index of each heterogeneous data
source and the loss quantitative evaluation index to the
fusion-strategy model. The first system can align multiple
data sources via a value model and conduct a fusion
sorting with aid of the fusion-strategy model, which can
effectively achieve the global optimal fusion sorting of
the multiple heterogeneous data under constraints.
[0094] In addition, for each heterogeneous data
source, the first system can find a corresponding dedi-
cated predictor, and determine the unified evaluation in-
dex of each heterogeneous data source by using the ded-
icated predictor. As the dedicated predictor is a preset
tool with a high accuracy and stable calculation, accuracy
and stability of the unified evaluation index determined
can be improved.
[0095] Moreover, loss quantitative evaluation index of
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the fusion-strategy model is determined based on the
estimated prior result and the actual posterior result, thus
consistent with usage habits of actual user groups and
has high accuracy.
[0096] Furthermore, the estimated prior result can be
obtained by the predictor of the first system and there is
no need to build a calculation model in real time for es-
timation. As a result, high calculation efficiency and ac-
curacy can be obtained.
[0097] Furthermore, the first system selects uses the
fusion-strategy mode to select an optimum data resource
sequence from multiple alternative data resource se-
quences under a preset constraint, which can improve
selection accuracy.
[0098] Consistent with the embodiments illustrated in
FIG. 2 to FIG. 4, FIG. 5 is a schematic structural diagram
illustrating an information recommendation system ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present disclosure. At
least one application and an operating system run on the
information recommendation system. As illustrated in
FIG. 5, the information recommendation system includes
a processor 501, a memory 502, a communication inter-
face 503, and program codes. The memory is configured
to store the program codes which are different from the
foregoing at least one application. The program codes
are configured to be executed by the processor and in-
clude instructions operable to execute the following op-
erations.
[0099] Multiple heterogeneous data sources are ob-
tained. A unified evaluation index of each heterogeneous
data source is obtained, by processing the multiple het-
erogeneous data sources through the value-model set.
A loss quantitative evaluation index of the fusion-strategy
model is obtained. A fusion sorting recommendation re-
sult of the multiple heterogeneous data sources is ob-
tained, by inputting the unified evaluation index of each
heterogeneous data source and the loss quantitative
evaluation index to the fusion-strategy model.
[0100] As can be seen, according to the embodiments
of the disclosure, the multiple heterogeneous data sourc-
es are obtained, and then the unified evaluation index of
each heterogeneous data source of the multiple hetero-
geneous data sources is obtained by processing the mul-
tiple heterogeneous data sources through the value-
model set. Thereafter, the loss quantitative evaluation
index of the fusion-strategy model is obtained. At last,
the fusion sorting recommendation result of the multiple
heterogeneous data sources is obtained by inputting the
unified evaluation index of the each heterogeneous data
source and the loss quantitative evaluation index to the
fusion-strategy model. The information recommendation
system can align multiple data sources via a value model
and conduct a fusion sorting with aid of the fusion-strat-
egy model, which can effectively achieve the global op-
timal fusion sorting of the multiple heterogeneous data
under constraints.
[0101] In one implementation, in terms of the obtaining
a unified evaluation index of each heterogeneous data

source, by processing the multiple heterogeneous data
sources through the value-model set, the instructions of
the programs are operable to execute the following.
[0102] A value model corresponding to each hetero-
geneous data source is obtained, by inquiring the value-
model set, where the value-model set includes a corre-
spondence between data types of heterogeneous data
sources and value models. Feature parameters required
by the value model corresponding to each heterogene-
ous data source are obtained. A dedicated predictor as-
sociated with the value model corresponding to each het-
erogeneous data source is determined. The unified eval-
uation index of each heterogeneous data source is ob-
tained, by inputting the feature parameters and the value
model of each heterogeneous data source into the ded-
icated predictor.
[0103] In one implementation, in terms of the obtaining
a loss quantitative evaluation index of the fusion-strategy
model, the instructions of the programs are operable to
execute the following.
[0104] An estimated prior result of processing a preset
recommendation task by the fusion-strategy model is ob-
tained. An actual posterior result of processing the preset
recommendation task by the fusion-strategy model is ob-
tained. The loss quantitative evaluation index of the fu-
sion-strategy model is determined according to the esti-
mated prior result and the actual posterior result.
[0105] In one implementation, in terms of the obtaining
an estimated prior result of processing a preset recom-
mendation task by the fusion-strategy model, the instruc-
tions of the programs are operable to execute the follow-
ing.
[0106] Feature parameters required by the fusion-
strategy model to process the preset recommendation
task are obtained. The estimated prior result of process-
ing the preset recommendation task by the fusion-strat-
egy model is obtained, by inputting the feature parame-
ters and the fusion-strategy model into a preset predictor.
[0107] In one implementation, in terms of the obtaining
a fusion sorting recommendation result of the multiple
heterogeneous data sources, by inputting the unified
evaluation index of each heterogeneous data source and
the loss quantitative evaluation index to the fusion-strat-
egy model, the instructions of the programs are operable
to execute the following.
[0108] A sorting set according to the unified evaluation
index of each heterogeneous data source is generated,
where the sorting set includes multiple data resource se-
quences, each data resource sequence includes the mul-
tiple heterogeneous data sources, and heterogeneous
data sources in one data resource sequence has an order
different from that of heterogeneous data sources in an-
other data resource sequence. An optimum sorting is se-
lected from the sorting set as the fusion sorting recom-
mendation result of the multiple heterogeneous data
sources under a constraint of the fusion-strategy model.
[0109] In one implementation, the information recom-
mendation system further includes a training database
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and multiple value modules, and the information recom-
mendation system is configured to train each value model
via training data in the training database to obtain trained
value models. The programs further include instructions
operable to execute the following operations.
[0110] The trained value models and data types cor-
responding to the trained value models are obtained. The
value-model set is generated according to the trained
value models obtained and the corresponding data types.
[0111] FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating functional
units of a device for processing fusion data according to
an embodiment of the present disclosure. The device for
processing fusion data 600 is applicable to an information
recommendation system. The information recommenda-
tion system includes a first system. The first system in-
cludes a value-model set and a fusion-strategy model.
The device for processing fusion data includes an ob-
taining unit 601, a using unit 602, and an inputting and
processing unit 603.
[0112] The obtaining unit 601 is configured to obtain
multiple heterogeneous data sources.
[0113] The using unit 602 is configured to obtain a uni-
fied evaluation index of each heterogeneous data source,
by processing the multiple heterogeneous data sources
through the value-model set.
[0114] The obtaining unit 601 is further configured to
obtain a loss quantitative evaluation index of the fusion-
strategy model.
[0115] The inputting and processing unit 603 is config-
ured to obtain a fusion sorting recommendation result of
the multiple heterogeneous data sources, by inputting
the unified evaluation index of each heterogeneous data
source and the loss quantitative evaluation index to the
fusion-strategy model.
[0116] As can be seen, according to the embodiments
of the disclosure, the first system first obtains multiple
heterogeneous data sources, and then the first system
obtains a unified evaluation index of each heterogeneous
data source by processing the multiple heterogeneous
data sources through the value-model set. Thereafter,
the first system obtains a loss quantitative evaluation in-
dex of the fusion-strategy model. At last, the first system
obtains a fusion sorting recommendation result of the
multiple heterogeneous data sources by inputting the uni-
fied evaluation index of each heterogeneous data source
and the loss quantitative evaluation index to the fusion-
strategy model. The first system can align multiple data
sources via a value model and conduct a fusion sorting
with aid of the fusion-strategy model, which can effec-
tively achieve the global optimal fusion sorting of the mul-
tiple heterogeneous data under constraints.
[0117] In one implementation, in terms of the obtaining
a unified evaluation index of each heterogeneous data
source, by processing the multiple heterogeneous data
sources through the value-model set, the using unit 602
is further configured to: obtain a value model correspond-
ing to each heterogeneous data source, by inquiring the
value-model set, where the value-model set includes a

correspondence between data types of heterogeneous
data sources and value models; obtain feature parame-
ters required by the value model corresponding to each
heterogeneous data source; determine a dedicated pre-
dictor associated with the value model corresponding to
each heterogeneous data source; obtain the unified eval-
uation index of each heterogeneous data source, by in-
putting the feature parameters and the value model of
each heterogeneous data source into the dedicated pre-
dictor.
[0118] In one implementation, the information recom-
mendation system further includes a second system, in
terms of the obtaining a loss quantitative evaluation index
of the fusion-strategy model, the obtaining unit 601 is
further configured to: obtain an estimated prior result of
processing a preset recommendation task by the fusion-
strategy model; receive an actual posterior result of
processing the preset recommendation task by the fu-
sion-strategy model from the second system; determine
the loss quantitative evaluation index of the fusion-strat-
egy model according to the estimated prior result and the
actual posterior result.
[0119] In one implementation, in terms of the obtaining
an estimated prior result of processing a preset recom-
mendation task by the fusion-strategy model, the obtain-
ing unit 601 is further configured to: obtain feature pa-
rameters required by the fusion-strategy model to proc-
ess the preset recommendation task; obtain the estimat-
ed prior result of processing the preset recommendation
task by the fusion-strategy model, by inputting the feature
parameters and the fusion-strategy model into a preset
predictor.
[0120] In one implementation, in terms of the obtaining,
by the first system, a fusion sorting recommendation re-
sult of the multiple heterogeneous data sources, by in-
putting the unified evaluation index of each heterogene-
ous data source and the loss quantitative evaluation in-
dex to the fusion-strategy model, the inputting and
processing unit 603 is further configured to: generate a
sorting set according to the unified evaluation index of
each heterogeneous data source, where the sorting set
includes multiple data resource sequences, each data
resource sequence includes the multiple heterogeneous
data sources, and heterogeneous data sources in one
data resource sequence has an order different from that
of heterogeneous data sources in another data resource
sequence; select an optimum sorting from the sorting set
as the fusion sorting recommendation result of the mul-
tiple heterogeneous data sources under a constraint of
the fusion-strategy model.
[0121] In one implementation, the information recom-
mendation system further includes a second system, the
second system includes a training database and multiple
value modules, and the second system is configured to
train each value model via training data in the training
database to obtain trained value models. The device for
processing fusion data 600 further includes a receiving
unit and a generating unit.
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[0122] The receiving unit is configured to receive the
trained value models and data types corresponding to
the trained value models from the second system.
[0123] The generating unit is configured to generate
the value-model set according to the trained value mod-
els received and the corresponding data types.
[0124] It is to be noted that, the device described in the
device embodiment of the disclosure is presented in the
form of functional units. The term "unit" used herein
should be understood as the broadest meaning as pos-
sible, and an object for implementing functions defined
by each "unit" may be, for example, an integrated circuit
(ASIC), a single circuit, a processor (shared, dedicated,
or chipset) and a memory for executing one or more soft-
ware or firmware programs, a combinational logic circuit,
and/or other suitable components that can achieve the
above described functions.
[0125] The obtaining unit 601 can be a receiver. The
using unit 602 and the input processing unit 603 may be
a processor.
[0126] Embodiments of the present disclosure also
provide a non-transitory computer storage medium. The
non-transitory computer storage medium stores compu-
ter programs for electronic data interchange which, when
executed, are operable with a computer to execute all or
part of the operations of any of the methods described
in the above-described method embodiments. The com-
puter may include a first system.
[0127] Embodiments of the present disclosure also
provide a computer program product. The computer pro-
gram product includes a non-transitory computer-read-
able storage medium that stores computer programs.
The computer programs are operable with a computer
to perform all or part of the operations of any of the meth-
ods described in the above method embodiments. The
computer program product may be a software installation
package and the computer may include a first system.
[0128] It is to be noted that, for the sake of simplicity,
the foregoing method embodiments are described as a
series of action combinations, however, it will be appre-
ciated by those skilled in the art that the present disclo-
sure is not limited by the sequence of actions described.
According to the present disclosure, certain steps or op-
erations may be performed in other order or simultane-
ously. Besides, it will be appreciated by those skilled in
the art that the embodiments described in the specifica-
tion are exemplary and the actions and modules involved
are not necessarily essential to the present disclosure.
[0129] In the foregoing embodiments, the description
of each embodiment has its own emphasis. For the parts
not described in detail in one embodiment, reference may
be made to related descriptions in other embodiments.
[0130] In the embodiments of the disclosure, the ap-
paratus disclosed in embodiments provided herein may
be implemented in other manners. For example, the de-
vice/apparatus embodiments described above are mere-
ly illustrative; for instance, the division of the unit is only
a logical function division and there can be other manners

of division during actual implementations, for example,
multiple units or components may be combined or may
be integrated into another system, or some features may
be ignored, omitted, or not performed. In addition, cou-
pling or communication connection between each illus-
trated or discussed component may be direct coupling
or communication connection, or may be indirect cou-
pling or communication among devices or units via some
interfaces, and may be electrical connection, mechanical
connection, or other forms of connection.
[0131] The units described as separate components
may or may not be physically separated, the components
illustrated as units may or may not be physical units, that
is, they may be in the same place or may be distributed
to multiple network elements. All or part of the units may
be selected according to actual needs to achieve the pur-
pose of the technical solutions of the embodiments.
[0132] In addition, the functional units in various em-
bodiments of the present disclosure may be integrated
into one processing unit, or each unit may be physically
present, or two or more units may be integrated into one
unit. The above-mentioned integrated unit can be imple-
mented in the form of hardware or a software function
unit.
[0133] The integrated unit may be stored in a compu-
ter-readable memory when it is implemented in the form
of a software functional unit and is sold or used as a
separate product. Based on such understanding, the
technical solutions of the present disclosure essentially,
or the part of the technical solutions that contributes to
the related art, or all or part of the technical solutions,
may be embodied in the form of a software product which
is stored in a memory and includes instructions for caus-
ing a computer device (which may be a personal com-
puter, a server, or a network device and so on) to perform
all or part of the steps described in the various embodi-
ments of the present disclosure. The memory includes
various medium capable of storing program codes, such
as a USB (universal serial bus) flash disk, a read-only
memory (ROM), a random-access memory (RAM), a re-
movable hard disk, Disk, compact disc (CD), or the like.
[0134] It will be understood by those of ordinary skill in
the art that all or a part of the various methods of the
embodiments described above may be accomplished by
means of a program to instruct associated hardware, the
program may be stored in a computer-readable memory,
which may include a flash memory, a read-only memory
(ROM), a random-access memory (RAM), Disk or com-
pact disc (CD), and so on.

Claims

1. A method for processing fusion data, applicable to
an information recommendation system, the infor-
mation recommendation system comprising a value-
model set and a fusion-strategy model, the method
comprising:
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obtaining (101) a plurality of heterogeneous da-
ta sources;
obtaining (102) a unified evaluation index of
each heterogeneous data source of the plurality
of heterogeneous data sources by processing
the plurality of heterogeneous data sources
through the value-model set;
obtaining (103) a loss quantitative evaluation in-
dex of the fusion-strategy model; and
obtaining (104) a fusion sorting recommenda-
tion result of the plurality of heterogeneous data
sources by inputting the unified evaluation index
of the each heterogeneous data source and the
loss quantitative evaluation index to the fusion-
strategy model.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the obtaining a uni-
fied evaluation index of each heterogeneous data
source of the plurality of heterogeneous data sourc-
es by processing the plurality of heterogeneous data
sources through the value-model set comprises:

obtaining a value model corresponding to the
each heterogeneous data source by inquiring
the value-model set, the value-model set com-
prising a correspondence between data types
of heterogeneous data sources and value mod-
els;
obtaining feature parameters required by the
value model corresponding to the each hetero-
geneous data source;
determining a dedicated predictor associated
with the value model corresponding to the each
heterogeneous data source; and
obtaining the unified evaluation index of the
each heterogeneous data source by inputting
the feature parameters and the value model of
the each heterogeneous data source into the
dedicated predictor.

3. The method of claim 1 or 2, wherein the obtaining a
loss quantitative evaluation index of the fusion-strat-
egy model comprises:

obtaining an estimated prior result of processing
a preset recommendation task through the fu-
sion-strategy model;
obtaining an actual posterior result of process-
ing the preset recommendation task by the fu-
sion-strategy model; and
determining the loss quantitative evaluation in-
dex of the fusion-strategy model according to
the estimated prior result and the actual poste-
rior result.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the obtaining an es-
timated prior result of processing a preset recom-
mendation task through the fusion-strategy model

comprises:

obtaining feature parameters required by the fu-
sion-strategy model to process the preset rec-
ommendation task; and
obtaining the estimated prior result of process-
ing the preset recommendation task through the
fusion-strategy model, by inputting the feature
parameters and the fusion-strategy model into
a preset predictor.

5. The method of any of claims 1 to 4, wherein the ob-
taining a fusion sorting recommendation result of the
plurality of heterogeneous data sources by inputting
the unified evaluation index of the each heterogene-
ous data source and the loss quantitative evaluation
index to the fusion-strategy model comprises:

generating a sorting set according to the unified
evaluation index of the each heterogeneous da-
ta source, the sorting set comprising a plurality
of data resource sequences, each data resource
sequence comprising the plurality of heteroge-
neous data sources, heterogeneous data sourc-
es in one data resource sequence having an or-
der different from that of heterogeneous data
sources in another data resource sequence; and
selecting an optimum sorting from the sorting
set as the fusion sorting recommendation result
of the plurality of heterogeneous data sources
under a constraint of the fusion-strategy model.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the constraint com-
prises at least one of the following: there is at least
one natural result in recommendation results, the
number of advertisements cannot be less than a pre-
set number, recommendation information cannot be
all unpopular information or cannot be all popular
information, and a ratio of displayed natural results
to all data sources in a time period is greater than a
preset ratio.

7. The method of any of claims 1 to 6, wherein the in-
formation recommendation system further compris-
es a training database and a plurality of value mod-
ules, and the information recommendation system
is configured to train each value model via training
data in the training database to obtain trained value
models, wherein the method further comprises:

obtaining the trained value models and data
types corresponding to the trained value mod-
els; and
generating the value-model set according to the
trained value models obtained and the corre-
sponding data types.

8. An information recommendation system, compris-
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ing:

a processor (501); and
a memory (502) configured to store executable
program codes which, when executed, cause
the processor to:

obtain a plurality of heterogeneous data
sources;
obtain a unified evaluation index of each
heterogeneous data source of the plurality
of heterogeneous data sources, by
processing the plurality of heterogeneous
data sources through a value-model set;
obtain a loss quantitative evaluation index
of a fusion-strategy model; and
obtain a fusion sorting recommendation re-
sult of the plurality of heterogeneous data
sources by inputting the unified evaluation
index of the each heterogeneous data
source and the loss quantitative evaluation
index to the fusion-strategy model.

9. The information recommendation system of claim 8,
wherein the executable program codes causing the
processor to obtain the unified evaluation index of
the each heterogeneous data source by processing
the plurality of heterogeneous data sources through
the value-model set cause the processor to:

obtain a value model corresponding to the each
heterogeneous data source by inquiring the val-
ue-model set, the value-model set comprising a
correspondence between data types of hetero-
geneous data sources and value models;
obtain feature parameters required by the value
model corresponding to the each heterogene-
ous data source;
determine a dedicated predictor associated with
the value model corresponding to the each het-
erogeneous data source; and
obtain the unified evaluation index of the each
heterogeneous data source by inputting the fea-
ture parameters and the value model of the each
heterogeneous data source into the dedicated
predictor.

10. The information recommendation system of claim 8
or 9, wherein the executable program codes causing
the processor to obtain the loss quantitative evalu-
ation index of the fusion-strategy model cause the
processor to:

obtain an estimated prior result of processing a
preset recommendation task through the fusion-
strategy model;
receive an actual posterior result of processing
the preset recommendation task by the fusion-

strategy model; and
determine the loss quantitative evaluation index
of the fusion-strategy model according to the es-
timated prior result and the actual posterior re-
sult.

11. The information recommendation system of claim
10, wherein the executable program codes causing
the processor to obtain the estimated prior result of
processing the preset recommendation task through
the fusion-strategy model cause the processor to:

obtain feature parameters required by the fu-
sion-strategy model to process the preset rec-
ommendation task; and
obtain the estimated prior result of processing
the preset recommendation task through the fu-
sion-strategy model, by inputting the feature pa-
rameters and the fusion-strategy model into a
preset predictor.

12. The information recommendation system of any of
claims 8 to 11, wherein the executable program
codes causing the processor to obtain the fusion
sorting recommendation result of the plurality of het-
erogeneous data sources by inputting the unified
evaluation index of the each heterogeneous data
source and the loss quantitative evaluation index to
the fusion-strategy model cause the processor to:

generate a sorting set according to the unified
evaluation index of the each heterogeneous da-
ta source, the sorting set comprising a plurality
of data resource sequences, each data resource
sequence comprising the plurality of heteroge-
neous data sources, heterogeneous data sourc-
es in one data resource sequence having an or-
der different from that of heterogeneous data
sources in another data resource sequence; and
select an optimum sorting from the sorting set
as the fusion sorting recommendation result of
the plurality of heterogeneous data sources un-
der a constraint of the fusion-strategy model.

13. The information recommendation system of claim
12, wherein the constraint comprises at least one of
the following: there is at least one natural result in
recommendation results, the number of advertise-
ments cannot be less than a preset number, recom-
mendation information cannot be all unpopular infor-
mation or cannot be all popular information, and a
ratio of displayed natural results to all data sources
in a time period is greater than a preset ratio.

14. The information recommendation system any of
claims 8 to 13, wherein the executable program
codes further cause the processor to:
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obtaining trained value models and data types
corresponding to the trained value models, the
information recommendation system further
comprising a training database and a plurality
of value modules and the information recom-
mendation system being configured to train
each value model via training data in the training
database to obtain the trained value models; and
generate the value-model set according to the
trained value models obtained and the corre-
sponding data types.

15. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medi-
um storing a computer program which, when exe-
cuted by a processor, causes the processor to carry
out actions:

obtaining a plurality of heterogeneous data
sources;
obtaining a unified evaluation index of each het-
erogeneous data source of the plurality of het-
erogeneous data sources by processing the plu-
rality of heterogeneous data sources through
the value-model set;
obtaining a loss quantitative evaluation index of
the fusion-strategy model; and
obtaining a fusion sorting recommendation re-
sult of the plurality of heterogeneous data sourc-
es by inputting the unified evaluation index of
the each heterogeneous data source and the
loss quantitative evaluation index to the fusion-
strategy model.
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